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Abstract. The performance of an electric vehicle depends on the battery used. While, in the
operation of an electric vehicle, batteries experience a quick heating especially at the
beginning of charging and could cause a fire. Therefore, the solution could be proposed is
by employing heat pipe and Phase Change Material (PCM) for cooling of battery. The heat
pipe serves to transfer the battery’s heat energy. In other hands, PCM functions as a heat
sink when the battery runs, so its performance will stable and extend the lifespan. This
study aimed to evaluate the performance of electric vehicle batteries at a temperature of 50
°C using the combination of heat pipe and PCM. The ‘L’ type of heat pipe and beeswax
PCM were assembled as cooling device. In addition, a battery simulator was employed as
a test instrument by varying the heat load of 20, 30, 40, and 50 W. The experiments were
successfully conducted, and the results showed that the addition of heat pipe and PCM
could keep the surface temperature of battery below 50 °C, at heat load of 20 - 50 W. Heat
pipe and PCM for battery’s cooling system, can reduce the battery surface temperature
significantly and can be proposed as an alternative system for cooling battery.

1 Introduction
The battery is a device for storing energy and releasing
it in the form of electrical power. It plays an important
role in the operation of electric cars. As one of the major
energy sources, it is required to perform, at least, as well
as fossil fuels. This demands a significant development,
especially on the energy distribution and battery’s
lifespan within a certain period. Moreover, its
performance depends on the temperature as well.
Generally, the permitted temperature in the thermal
management application is below 50 °C.
Batteries consist of electrochemical cells capable of
converting chemical into electrical energies and vice
versa. The most often utilized batteries, which possess
high power, are nickel metal hydride (Ni-MH) and
lithium-ion (Li-ion). Both have advantages and
disadvantages. The drawback of Ni-MH types is very
expensive, bulky and weighty [1]. On the other hands,
Li-ion batteries offer better price, size, and weight than
Ni-MH [2]. Consequently, the usage of Li-ion series is
often found in electric cars [3].
Mostly, there are two main problems in the case of
temperature [4]. First, high temperature during charging
and discharging causes it exceeds the permitted level
and reduces the battery’s performance. Second, the
*

uneven distribution of temperature on the battery leads
to localized damage.
To overcome the thermal management could be
achieved through various methods such as, relying on
natural convection (passively) and operating additional
media as heating/cooling (actively). Fan, heat pipe,
thermoelectric and Phase Change Material (PCM) might
be operated as active and passive method [5,6]. Fan and
thermoelectric can be used as battery cooling system but
PCM and heat pipe have better performance to reduce
battery temperature. Heat pipe and PCM have
advantages such as have high efficiency, easy to use and
integrate, can reduce more battery temperature equally,
and can be used more than 20 years [6]. Therefore, in
this study, we observed the advantage of application of
heat pipe and PCM on thermal battery management
system of electric vehicles.
To obtain effective results, the selection of the
appropriate PCM type is a major factor, as either a
heater or a coolant. One of the PCM selection criteria is
the melting point, which must be within the desired
operating temperature range [4]. Based on existing
reference, it is approximately 40-60 °C.
Some researchers who used PCM on battery
management systems, such as Al-Hallaj and Selman [7]
stated that PCM could reduce battery temperatures that
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The battery simulator test device using heat pipe
and PCM is set in an acrylic air duct. A fan was
installed in order to cooling down the condenser of heat
pipe.

dropped instantly, for instance, Li-ion batteries used in
space satellites. Since satellites move around the earth,
it causes a sudden drop in temperature that affects
battery’s performance. They also mentioned that
cooling the battery using a PCM is more beneficial than
conventional natural cooling. Sabbah et al. [5]
performed numerical and experimental tests and found
that PCM was better than forced air-cooling, where at
the time the battery runs, PCM preserve battery’s
temperature below 55 °C. Mills and Al-Hallaj [8]
simulated batteries’ usage in laptops, where as long as
the batteries functioned, PCM also kept it less than 55
°C. Samimi et al. [9] applied a PCM carbon fibre
composite to cool down the Li-ion battery. In their
study, the effect of PCM carbon fibre composite could
be maintained at a temperature of 52.3 °C. In addition,
Wang et al. [10], have performed research on the
thermal battery management system of electric vehicles
employing heat pipe and PCM, where oscillating heat
pipe (OHP) added to PCM is managed to the same
purpose. Accordingly, it was found that this
combination could reduce the temperature below 50 °C.
The heat pipe is a closed tube consisting of three
parts, namely evaporator, adiabatic part, and condenser
[11]. In this study, we combined the use of heat pipe
and PCM to facilitate the improving and more durable
battery’s performances.
This study aimed to maintain the performance of
electric vehicle batteries at a temperature of 50 °C by
utilizing heat pipe and PCM. The heat pipe serves to
transfer heat energy in the batteries and it will be
decreased subsequently. Whereas PCM acts as a heat
sink to preserve the batteries’ performance and
prolonged the batteries’ usage.

Fig. 1. Equipment managed in this research: heat pipe,
PCM, and copper plate.
2.2 Method
The main parameter tested was temperature with the
variation of heat load: 20, 30, 40 and 50 W. The k-type
thermocouples with 0.3 mm in diameter, were mounted
on the assembled prototypes. Correspondingly, they
were positioned on the surface of each battery.
Afterward, the prototype is inserted into the air duct
equipped with a fan, which works to flow the cold air
into the condenser. The installed thermocouples are
connected to two NI DAQ 9214 modules with NI
CDAQ 9214 type chassis. The Yokogawa power meter
is also fitted to measure power, voltage, and electric
current. Then, all data obtained from reading of NI
DAQ module were recorded and stored on a computer
device, then will be processed into a graph. An AC
voltage regulator was used to obtain a stable voltage.
Additionally,
the
schematic
thermal
battery
management system is shown in Fig. 2.
The test was started by turning on the fan on the air
duct at a constant speed of 2.4 m/s together with
temperature and power meter data acquisition systems.
The voltage was set at 20 W, which causes the increase
of the prototype temperature. It should be observed on
the computer monitor screen. When the temperature did
not change anymore within 10 minutes, this condition
was considered as steady state condition. Next, the
power of the heater was varied at 30, 40, and 50 W.
The test was conducted in three parts, firstly,
without using heat pipe and PCM, second, using heat
pipe, and the third, using heat pipe and PCM. Data from
these three treatments were analysed and compared. Air
temperature should be ascertained equally for all actions
in order to obtain data that are more accurate.

2 Methodology
2.1. Research Designs
In this study, the simulated battery was a lithium-ion
type, and the working temperature is kept below 50 °C
[12]. When tested, two aluminium simulators were
manufactured with size 48 x 82 x 138 mm as lithiumion batteries. Within each simulator, a heater is installed
precisely in the middle of the simulator, 6.3 mm
diameter, 110 mm in length, and a maximum power of
240 W.
A shaped "L" heat pipe with fins [13] and beeswax
PCM with a melting point of 62.28 °C and specific
latent heat of 141.49 kJ/kg [14] were employed in this
experiment. Furthermore, the heat pipe and PCM were
mounted on copper plates, which have channels for
placing the two-main apparatus. In details, PCM was
inserted into a copper plate holder with a mass of 15
grams. To prevent leakage of PCM, gaskets were joined
up. All of the equipment is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2. Schematic thermal battery management system

3 Results and Discussions
3.1 Temperature profile on the surface of the
electric battery
The PCM application on thermal management system
based on heat pipe has been successfully performed.
Figures 3 and 4 illustrated the battery’s surface
temperature profile in three treatments, namely without
heat pipe and PCM, with only a heat pipe, and with
combination of heat pipe and PCM, with the condition
of the heat loads were 20, 30, 40 and 50 W.
The temperature on the battery’s surface showed the
enhancement, proportioned with the increasing of heat
load, and it displayed as steady at a certain time. At the
applied of the heat load maximum of 50 W, the
condition of battery’s surface temperature is adjacent to
the highest permitted temperature of 50 °C. On the other
hands, ambient temperatures for each test emerged
fluctuate between 26-28 °C. This shape appeared as the
influence of room air condition. Occasionally, this test
has successfully conditioned the steady temperature
profile for each battery’s surface.
The effect of using only heat pipe and heat pipe +
PCM are shorten the required time to reach the steady
temperature of battery’s surface, ± 1.5 hours. Compared
by the system without using heat pipe and PCM, it took
more than 3 hours due to the cooling process only
obtain from natural convection.

(a) 20 W

(b) 30 W
Fig. 3. Comparison of temperature profile at heat loads
20 W and 30 W
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Fig. 5. Battery surface temperature in steady state
condition.

(c) 40 W

4 Conclusions
Thermal management system testing of battery by using
the heat pipe and PCM has been conducted. The
temperature of batteries electric vehicle can be
maintained below 50 °C. In application of heat pipe
only, at 20 W heat loads, it reduced the surface
temperature from 45.5 °C to 37.9 °C, while at 50 W it
decreased from 79.1 °C to 49.9 °C. Compare with heat
pipe + PCM application, at 20 W, it lowered the surface
temperature from 45.5 °C to 35.4 °C and 79.9 °C to 48.1
°C at 50 W. This combination of heat pipe and beeswax
PCM can be used as alternative for cooling battery
application.

(d) 50 W
Fig. 4. Comparison of temperature profile at heat loads
40 W and 50 W

The authors express gratitude to DRPM Universitas Indonesia
for funding this research through the “PITTA 2018” scheme.

Overall, the effect of the heat pipe and heat pipe +
PCM for cooling system of battery will decrease the
temperature on the battery’s surface significantly. If
only using the heat pipe, it occurs due to the heat
absorption by the evaporator. Afterward, it was sprung
into the condenser and released it into the air.
Meanwhile, if heat pipe combined with PCM, the
temperature also decreases, and its result is improved
than by applying the heat pipe only. Accordingly, this
reduction has occurred, where the heat was absorbed by
the PCM first, therefore, the heat pipe’s work is lighter.
The degree of the surface temperature decreases due
to the presence of heat pipe and heat pipe + PCM is
shown in Fig. 5. The temperature decreased from 45.5
°C to 37.9 °C or decreased by 7.6 °C, when heat pipe
was applied at 20 watts. Compared by using heat pipe +
PCM at the same heat load, the temperature decreased
lower by 10.1 °C, from 45.5 °C to 35.4 °C. Likewise,
for 30, 40, and 50 watts of heat loads, it appears the
same result performance. Furthermore, by adding heat
pipe + PCM displayed the similar tendencies. It lowered
the battery’s surface temperature by 1.5 - 2 °C
compared to applying heat pipe only. Similar to other
experiments [8,10], battery temperature could be
maintained under 50 °C on all heat load conditions.
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